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The protagonists of “Sleepingtime,” a solo exhibition (and intervention) by Andrea Nacciarriti, are the 
physical space in which it is shown—Franco Soffiantino Arte Contemporanea—and the time frame of the 
show itself. The artist has produced minimal changes throughout the gallery involving site-specific elements 
that, although always present, tend to go unseen. Rediscovering and reworking these features, Nacciarriti has 
produced an environment defined by a feeling of stasis, one not unlike the suspended state of sleep. Such 
stillness envelops the viewer immediately on entering the first floor, where the fluorescent lights have been 
physically lowered to hang approximately twenty inches from the floor, their luminosity thereby weakened. 
The lights in the gallery—the stage on which art viewing plays out—have not been shut off entirely, but 
have been manipulated in a manner that challenges the tendency to illuminate the art object harshly; the 
result is an alternate type of space that would likely yield different interpretations of artworks from those 
formed in a brightly lit white box. This new space demands a certain level of respect, the lowered lights 
almost requiring that visitors likewise lower their voices. The disclosure of the spatial and temporal 
constraints of the exhibition is central to the three works shown on the lower floor. 44 00 00 00 00 [parquet] 
(all works 2007), involves a large square of the old parquet floor rescued from layers of white paint, the 
requisite non-color of exhibition venues. 44 00 00 00 00 [#0]—a glass display case that surrounds a hole in 
the wall and contains the powder created by making that hole—exhibits the process of drilling, a process 
central to the installation of an exhibition. The most confrontational work is 44 00 00 00 00, a large wooden 
crate in the gallery storeroom to which the artist has affixed a red LED display counting down—in days, 
hours, minutes, and seconds—to November 3, when the gallery’s space and time will be returned to Franco 
Soffiantino and then, in turn, to the work of another artist.
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